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ABSTRACT
Information and communication technologies are increasingly pervasive in our everyday lives. Their use has greatly evolved from
an ancillary service to a component of all our activities, anytime,
anywhere. To this aim, we rely heavily on cloud computing and,
more recently, on edge computing. Hence, their contribution (or
obstruction) to the sustainability of our society at large is pivotal.
Unfortunately, cloud/edge provisioning has a dark side: it too
often prioritizes economic gain over the cost of long-lasting sustainability. Also, sustainability is often absent from the discussions
in the cloud/edge research community.
To start the discussion and highlight a number of sustainability shortcomings of the cloud and edge computing paradigms, we
carry out an exploratory study involving experts-in-the-field, capture their inputs in the form of so-called unsustainable patterns,
and complement them with examples of possible countermeasures.
The results of our study include: (i) the definition of a Pattern
Model, (ii) a catalog of unsustainable patterns for the cloud and
edge computing paradigms, and (iii) the identification of preliminary countermeasures and takeaways in order to make these two
paradigms more sustainable.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technologies (ICT) are taking more
space in our lives day after day. We use them for communication,
information, work, entertainment, etc. every day. Traditionally, a
user would use the computing power of her device (e.g., a personal
computer) eventually connected to the Internet to carry out some
task like writing a document, uploading photos or finding information. However, during the past decade, the usages of ICT have
greatly evolved and the computing part has progressively shifted to
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big centralized infrastructures connected to high-speed networks:
the data centers.
Now, all the usages previously listed can be done in the cloud,
offering countless advantages such as accessing the same document
through several devices, sharing it with others, saving the battery
of mobile devices or renting large computing resources. Recently,
other applications’ requirements are pushing for moving part of the
resources closer to the end user, to the edge of the network. This
offers other advantages such as lower response times, reduced data
traffic to the central cloud and local context awareness, paving the
way to innovations like autonomous vehicles. In a recent work [59],
researchers have drawn up a “technology landscape” of solutions
for energy-efficient digital infrastructures. They identified four
trends (so-called “scenarios”) to address this challenge, that they
order temporally from the one that is currently taking place to the
one that may only happen in a long time horizon. The first two
scenarios correspond to the trends we just touched upon: “Scenario
1: cloud centralization” is the migration from on-premise resources
to a centralized remote cloud and “Scenario 2: flexible geolocation”
is characterized by the exploitation of resources available at the
edge of the network.
In parallel, our society has overshot many of the planetary boundaries [48] and urgently needs to adapt to become more sustainable.
In this work we use the words “sustainable” and “unsustainable” in
the broad sense. We include environmental, social and economic
concerns and refer to popular frameworks like the triple bottom
line [18] or the UN Sustainable Development Goals [58].
Sustainability is often absent from the discussions in the cloud/edge research community. It may be because one assumes that technology is “neutral”: only the way it is used can harm or do good.
Another reason may be the belief in the many promises of these
two paradigms for a “greener society”: economies of scale, energy
efficiency, hardware sharing, user device longevity, better use of
renewable energies, enabling the development of “smart” technologies, etc. Earlier editions of LIMITS have shown some skepticism
about the neutrality of technology in practice and the very possibility of a way out of the environmental crisis, only through technological solutions and without ever questioning our needs. We
can ask ourselves: to what extent will the cloud and edge promises
be fulfilled? Isn’t there a risk that they will be counterbalanced by
negative effects of adopting these paradigms? In short, what is the
“dark side” of cloud/edge?
In this exploratory paper, we start to challenge the widespread
“tech for good” discourse and highlight a number of sustainability
shortcomings of the cloud and edge computing paradigms. Our hope
for this work is to act as a trigger to inspire researchers to react.
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We do so by capturing them in the form of so-called unsustainable
patterns.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• The definition of a Pattern Model.
• A catalog of unsustainable patterns for the cloud and edge
computing paradigms.
• Examples of preliminary countermeasures and takeaways
in order to make these two paradigms more sustainable.
This paper is structured as follows: we describe the study design
and execution in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a definition of
unsustainable patterns. Then, we present the unsustainable patterns
identified for the cloud in Section 4 and for the edge in Section 5.
After that, we discuss main takeaways and limitations of the study
in Section 6. Finally, we present related works in Section 7 and
conclude in Section 8.

2

STUDY DESIGN AND EXECUTION

To uncover the catalog of unsustainable patterns, we design and
conduct a qualitative mixed-method empirical study that is illustrated in Figure 1.
With the scenarios from the technology landscape in mind [59],
we carry out two focus groups to extract expert knowledge about
the remote cloud and edge computing, respectively. The first focus
group took place digitally at a workshop during the 2021 edition of
the ICT4S summer school. Remote collaboration happened through
Miro1 . The second focus group, however, took place at a separate dedicated occasion and was video-recorded and transcribed
afterwards, with the permission of the participants.
Focus Group (cloud). At first, the participants of the workshop brainstorm about the sustainability of the cloud-migration
scenario (i.e., where digital assets are migrated from on-premise
to a centralized cloud provider, cf. Section 4) in order to identify
the components (e.g., stakeholders, incentives, interests, etc.) that
are involved. These components are collected as “digital sticky
notes” through Miro. Then the same group arranges the components in clusters to highlight the benefits and drawbacks for each
stakeholder and the possible related patterns of consumption and
provisioning. Throughout the five days of the summer school, we
gather inputs from the same group of participants composed of
three PhD students, one senior researcher and three industry practitioners, all in the field of cloud computing and related research.
The four authors of this paper are included in the participants.
Focus Group (edge). Based on the data that emerged from the
first focus group and with the help of the literature, we define a
generic Pattern Model (see Section 3). We use it to design the session
for a second focus group of edge-computing experts, with the aim
to collect data similar to the first focus group but this time related
to edge computing. We carry out a dry-run with knowledgeable
colleagues to gather feedback on the session design. Finally, we
carry out the focus group session, where we gather inputs from
three senior researchers in the field of edge computing and related
research.
Data Extraction and Analysis. Following these two focus
groups, we use the related Miro- and video-recordings to extract
the data about the elicited unsustainable patterns; and we use the
1 Miro

is a whiteboard platform for online collaboration https://miro.com.
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components of the Pattern Model as labels guiding the data extraction.
All four authors participate in the data extraction and analysis,
first independently and then in collaboration until consensus is
reached. In particular, from the data output of each focus group
we extract a list of specific unsustainable patterns. To this aim,
we take all the data entities and look for links between them that
would result in unsustainable patterns, i.e., (i) we analyze the positive/neutral entities to uncover possible sources of unsustainability
(or otherwise we remove them); (ii) we analyze the negative entities
and described them in terms of the elements of the Pattern Model;
and (iii) we remove the duplicates and the entities that were just
comments and could not be translated into patterns.
After having obtained the final list of specific unsustainable
patterns, we label them in categories based on their intent; and
cluster them based on category similarity. Finally, for each cluster
we create a generic unsustainable pattern (e.g., cloud patterns C1
through C10 in Table 1) and assign a logical name illustrating the
unsustainable nature of the pattern (e.g., Over-consumption for
cloud pattern C7).
Literature Study. For each of the identified unsustainable patterns, we perform a quick literature review to collect evidence on
such pattern and possible measures to counteract them. The final
list of unsustainable patterns is presented in Sections 4 and 5, where
each pattern is described and accompanied by example countermeasures.
Study replication. For the sake of transparency, we provide a
replication package on Zenodo [55] containing material used for
this study. The following is included:
• Images of the notes from the Miro board.
• The slide set used for the edge focus group.
• The Excel sheets used as a support for the analysis of the
data gathered during both focus groups.
For privacy reasons, the video recording and transcripts are not
included and the data is anonymized.

3

UNSUSTAINABLE PATTERNS

In this section, we introduce the notion of unsustainable patterns
which is used for describing in a structured way the relationship
between the cloud and edge paradigms and sustainability. This
concept is influenced by the concept of dark patterns, which we
explain after giving some background about the pattern approach.

3.1

On the notion of patterns

The pattern concept and approach originate from a book written
by Christopher Alexander [2] about the built environment. In their
work, they introduced the basic pattern idea, presenting 253 patterns (all following the same format) for building beautiful and
convivial structures. Since then, the pattern approach has been
adopted in a large range of other fields.
One of these fields is software design, in which a pattern is
described as “at the core of [...] patterns is a solution to a problem
in a context” [22]. Our work is close to this general description
with a focus on problem (the unsustainable patterns) and solution
(the countermeasures), as a starting point. However, the Pattern
Model presented in Section 3.3 can capture both problematic and
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Figure 1: Study Overview
non-problematic aspects of the cloud/edge paradigm (as discussed
in Section 6).

3.2

UX dark patterns

In the last decade, the user experience (UX) field also came up with
its own concept of dark patterns, which has been drawing increasing
attention and has greatly inspired our work. Harry Brignull first
coined the term [8] and describes it as “tricks used in websites and
apps that make you do things that you didn’t mean to, like buying or
signing up for something” [7]. They are “anti-patterns” according to
the book by Alexander [2], where patterns represent goals to strive
for. Examples of common dark patterns are: when it is very easy to
subscribe to a service but very hard to unsubscribe, or when the
user feels guilty of declining a proposition due to how the different
options are presented. Since then, dark patterns have been analyzed
more in depth, in both industry and research [15, 25, 38].
In this work, we look into the different definitions of dark patterns in order to identify the key related components and analyze
how such a concept could be adapted to sustainability. One of the
main insights of this analysis is that dark patterns in UX put a strong
emphasis on the fact that the identified patterns are implemented
deliberately, with a malign purpose. In the case of sustainability
shortcomings, the pernicious intention is less obvious. Moreover,
since sustainability is a complex and broad concept impacting different domains in multiple dimensions (e.g., social, environmental
and economic), we find that classifying a given pattern as “dark” is
not straightforward. Therefore, we do not provide a text definition
but rather construct a Pattern Model, i.e., a conceptual model for
identifying sustainability-related patterns.

3.3

first focus group, versus the components of both the UX dark patterns and the scenarios used for quality considerations in software
architecture [4].

Sustainability-related patterns

In order to facilitate and structure the identification of sustainability shortcomings in the different computing paradigms under
study, we design and use the Pattern Model presented in Figure 2.
This model emerged from the analysis of the data collected in the

PATTERN INTENT:
creating incentives for
overconsumption

ARTIFACT:
cloud services

INTENT
MEASURE:
#users, useper-user

FEATURE:
easy-to-use services

PARTICIPANT:
cloud-provider, cloud-user
CONTEXT:
normal operation

Figure 2: The Pattern Model (with a pattern example in blue
text)
The Pattern Model is made of six components. Each pattern
embodies a sustainability shortcoming that is described by the
pattern intent using an -ing formulation. In order to assess to
what extent this goal is achieved, the pattern intent is accompanied
by an intent measure. The participants are the actors that are
involved in or affected by the pattern. The pattern happens through
the use of a specific artifact and the feature is the attribute of this
artifact that leads to the sustainability shortcoming, when used in
a certain context.
Overall, a pattern may be qualified as unsustainable due to several
reasons. Each reason, in turn, may be located in one or several of the
pattern’s components. It is part of the analysis to determine why a
pattern is unsustainable, and where the unsustainability originates.
In this paper, we focus on the presentation of unsustainable patterns.
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Of course a scenario may exhibit sustainable patterns, too, but these
are not the focus of this work.

4

CLOUD COMPUTING SCENARIO

In this Section, we present the identified unsustainable patterns for
the cloud computing scenario and their analysis.

4.1

Scenario: Migration to remote cloud

We use as a reference for the first focus group the first scenario
from the technology landscape [59] in which cloud users migrate
their digital assets (e.g., software applications, data management,
computing resources) to a centralized cloud provider. Such migration may entail, for instance, truly migrating existing on-premise
software to cloud hosting (e.g., for business customers), or the use
of pay-per-use cloud-native applications (e.g., for end users).

4.2

Identified patterns and countermeasures

The list of unsustainable patterns resulting from the Data Extraction
and Analysis of the cloud focus group is provided in Table 1. Each
column of the table corresponds to an element of the Pattern Model
(Figure 2). For each pattern, we provide below a quick analysis and
present countermeasures.
Dependency (C1). In some situations, the cloud user may become dependent on the cloud provider, and he risks being compromised would the cloud provider not provide services with high
enough quality. For example, if the customer support does not
handle issues in a good way (e.g., by taking a long time to solve
issues) and the cloud user is completely dependent on the customer
support to solve any problem, then this creates unsustainability.
Relying heavily on cloud providers and therefore lacking planning
and preparation to deal with unexpected issues with the cloud service has been identified as one of the major risks when adopting
cloud computing [16]. As a countermeasure, it is advised that cloud
users assess early on (e.g., in the cloud provider selection process)
the quality of the customer support [51].
Lock-in (C2). Closely related to the previous pattern, vendor
lock-in is economically unsustainable for cloud users because the
difficulty to change cloud provider diminish their bargaining power,
prevent them from reacting if the provider fails to provide the
agreed service or even threaten their business assets in case of data
breach or cyberattack on the cloud provider side [41]. As countermeasures, the literature mentions standardization of cloud APIs
and proposes solutions that increase portability and interoperability [53].
Environmental blindness (C3). Real-time information about
energy consumption can help to save energy [35]. When migrating
to the cloud, the user adds an additional intermediary between
her and her impacts, thus becoming less aware of them. Because
of the Jevons paradox2 , the problem of reducing the high energy
consumption cannot be solved solely by increasing efficiency. If
the energy consumption is hidden from the end user by the cloud
provider, this creates unsustainability. Better information to the
user seems to be a countermeasure. For example, the literature investigates different approaches and instruments to trigger behavior
change at the cloud user and end user side [57].
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jevons_paradox
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Environmental control giveaway (C4). Similarly, by migrating their digital assets to a remote cloud provider, cloud users effectively give away the control over the definition of their energy consumption strategies. Cloud providers have hence the responsibility
to demonstrate to their customers, how they enable which strategies; and the extent to which their assets contribute by providing
significant SLAs and metrics/indicators that cloud users can use e.g.,
for decision making. At the same time, cloud providers acquire the
power to decide to invest in such strategies, or not. Unfortunately,
by feeding myths about the energy optimizations automatically
coming with economies of scale [45, 49], energy control results to be
regularly misused. Countermeasures include introducing laws and
regulations of the data center industry, e.g., awarding tax reductions
against quantified energy optimizations [27]; or following systematic cloud migration models and frameworks [17] that help users
analyze e.g., how detailed the SLAs are wrt. energy consumption.
False promises (C5). Due to the high level of market competition, cloud providers promise applications benefits that do not always materialize [52]. As an example, many cloud providers present
their offer as free of charge. At first glance, this seems to be correct,
as no money is involved in the first subscription. In the long term
however, the cloud users end up paying either directly for optional
(but almost unavoidable) features or once the trial period is passed,
or indirectly (e.g., with their data). This is often not in the interest
of the user and is therefore not sustainable. One countermeasure
could be to introduce audit organisations that check the promises
made by companies and, in the case of false promises, make them
transparent to the public.
Patterns C6, C7 and C8 are direct rebound effects of cloud migration. By providing cheaper, less energy-intensive and easier-touse technologies, the cloud computing paradigm tends to foster
growth in data traffic (C6) and consumption (C7) and to enable the emergence of superfluous usages (C8) that were not
possible before (e.g., using a navigation system on the phone although your car has one already built-in). This negates (at least
partially) the promised energy savings. Cisco [11] reveals evidences
of such a traffic growth. The average traffic per capita per month
was expected to grow from 12.9GB in 2016 to 35.5GB in 2021, while
the number of Internet users would grow from 44% of the global
population to 58% in the same period. This growth may not be
caused solely by the shift to cloud computing but it remains an
indicator of a potential rebound effect. Unfortunately, rebound and
transformational effects are insufficiently discussed in the field [1]
and their multifaceted nature makes them hard to measure. Walnum & Andrae [60] and Adelmeyer et al. [1] provide nonetheless
definitions of rebound effects in cloud computing and frameworks
to categorize them, paving the way to more precise assessment.
Counteracting the rebound effect of a technology means to question
ourselves on the basic need that this technology is fulfilling. Lange
& Santarius [30] introduce digital sufficiency as a principle for sustainable digitalization, which they define as “as much digitalization
as necessary and as little as possible”. The idea is to shift towards
designing longer-lasting and reparable hardware and software, only
collecting necessary data and placing the user back at the center of
the concerns.
Privacy violation (C9). The characteristics of cloud computing (e.g., remote data storage, platform sharing, service dynamic
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Pattern Intent
Intent Measure
Making the cloud user dependent Degree of dependency
on the cloud provider

Participant
Artifact
cloud-user, cloud- Cloud infrastructure
provider
and associated services
Locking the cloud user in a spe- Cloud-provider change- cloud-user, cloud- Cloud technology
cific technology, hence hindering ability
provider
used
the change for a different cloud
provider
Making the negative environmen- Environmental cost of end-user, cloud- Subscribed services
tal impact generated by the cloud service use, monetary user
user less visible to the cloud user counterpart
Giving away the control (owned Service Level Agree- cloud-user, cloud- Data center
by the cloud user) over the defini- ments
provider
tion of environmental / energy consumption strategies and metrics
Promising benefits (e.g., better or Extent of the validity of cloud-user, cloud- Cloud
technolfree services) that do not material- the promise
provider
ogy/service
ize
Fostering more data traffic
Amount of data traffic cloud-user, cloud- Data produced on
in the network
provider
end-devices
Creating incentives for over- #users, use per user
consumption
Enabling the emergence of new #services available
and superfluous usages

Violating user privacy (e.g., for
marketing purposes, unauthorized
monitoring)
Security threat Granting unsupervised access to
own device (by cloud user)

Private-data-leak
frequency and degree
of seriousness
Security breaches

end-user, cloud- Cloud services
user
cloud-user
Cloud technology

Feature
Provided service

Context
Normal operation

Termination of the Choice of technolservice
ogy
Absence of environ- Normal operation
mental indicator
Energy consumption / Environmental strategies and
metrics
Marketing of cloud
services

Energy
tion,
making

Easy and cheap
access to resources
(e.g., storage, processing)
Easy-to-use services

Innovation
with
the creation of new
products
(hardware/software)
Normal operation

Easy and cheap
access to resources
(e.g., storage, processing)
Data storage and utilization metadata

Innovation
with
the creation of new
products
(hardware/software)
Normal operation

end-user, cloud- Cloud services
user,
cloudprovider
cloud-user, cloud- Cloud utility ser- Data protection
provider
vices
(automatic
updates)

optimizastrategy

Choice of adopting
cloud services

Normal operation

Table 1: Identified unsustainable patterns for the cloud computing scenario (according to Figure 2)

change, just to mention a few) make privacy protection particularly
challenging. Privacy violation, however, regularly occurs purposely,
when cloud providers e.g., do not comply with enterprise policies
or legislation, or force/persuade users to give personal information
against their will [42]. Due to the many recent scandals in various
ICT industries3 , countermeasures are fast emerging, e.g., legislation4 . Another example would be to give back to users the power
to decide what to share.
Security threat (C10). There are multiple security concerns
in cloud computing. One of them, mentioned in the focus group,
is when the cloud user grants unsupervised access to her own
device. This may lead to sensitive information leak if either the
cloud provider misuses his access rights or does not provide enough
security to prevent third-party attacks. These two issues are related
to two of the top threats to cloud computing [6]. Countermeasures
can be found in the important body of work about cloud security
issues and solutions (read for example this review [12]).

4.3

Insights

An analysis of the unsustainable patterns found for the cloud reveals
different insights that can be used as a starting point for a better
incorporation of sustainability thinking into the paradigm.
First of all, the 10 identified patterns show that the cloud computing paradigm may not be as virtuous as it seems. It has a number of
dark sides that may prove to be serious threats to users’ integrity
3 An example being the Facebook–Cambridge Analytica data scandal https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook-Cambridge_Analytica_data_scandal.
4 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-privacy

or environmental sustainability, by fostering the use of personal
data, energy and resources.
Then, we notice that only 3 out of the 10 identified patterns include the end user as a participant. This suggests that the end user
is powerless in many aspects and the change needs to come from
other directions than trying to change their behavior. If changes
need to have a significant effect (that could be quantified as diminishing the occurrence of several unsustainable patterns), it will
be more efficient to “put pressure” on the cloud user or the cloud
provider. For example by encouraging a higher transparency on
what using the cloud actually costs (to the environment or the
society). Too often, the cloud is marketed as an immaterial (and
almost magical) solution to all problems. But there is no free lunch:
fast and easy access to cloud services is only possible because the
earth is crisscrossed with networks and data centers. Far from being
immaterial, they make up about two third of ICT footprint, itself
estimated to 2.1%–3.9% of global greenhouse gas emissions [21].
Finally, with 5 patterns out of 10 being in the context of normal
operation (meaning almost always happening), it is necessary to
take action there. This can start by questioning our behaviors: do
I really need to use the cloud for this task? Do I need to send this
data or host this service in the cloud? Do I really need to have all
my blurred pictures backed up in the cloud? Everyday, every ICT
user generates data to be stored in the cloud. Most of it will never
be used but still takes up resources. How can this be prevented or
detected? How can it be made easier to clean up our digital lives?
What amount of digitalization is really necessary in our lives (digital
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sufficiency)? These are examples of questions that are crucial to
answer in order to move towards a sustainable future.

5

EDGE COMPUTING SCENARIO

In this section, we move on to the results of our study for the second
focus group i.e., the edge computing scenario.

5.1

Scenario: Flexible edge-cloud continuum

For the second focus group, we considered the scenario in which the
remote cloud is complemented by the use of resources at the edge
of the network, i.e., edge computing [50]. In this paradigm, existing
cloud users and new edge users choose to use resources closer to the
end user to host their digital assets. Reasons for doing so may be the
need to decrease end-to-end latency, perform data pre-processing,
and address privacy concerns or difficulties in connecting to the
remote cloud.

5.2

Identified patterns and countermeasures

The list of unsustainable patterns resulting from the Data Extraction
and Analysis of the edge focus group is provided in Table 2. Here
also, each column of the table corresponds to an element of the
Pattern Model (Figure 2 and for each pattern, we provide below a
quick analysis and present countermeasures.
Fragmentation (E1). Edge computing infrastructures are distributed across multiple actors and include a variety of devices.
Moreover, the edge applications are also very diverse and do not
require the same type of service from the edge provider. This creates fragmentation and silo thinking of different natures. Bhardwaj et al. [5] identify four types of such silos: application-specific,
software-stack-specific, data source-specific, and provider-specific.
As a countermeasure, they introduce the concept of Edge Exchange,
as a way to enable cross-actor cooperation and resource sharing,
while still providing control and accountability.
Hardware multiplication (E2). The distributed nature of edge
computing leads to a lot of hardware being produced. This has
an impact on resource utilization that has to be investigated both
for producing them but also for running them, i.e. to perform lifecycle assessments. As part of this effort, Pirson & Bol [46] provide
a carbon footprint assessment of IoT edge devices (focusing on
the production and transport phases) that shows the consequent
impact these devices have. A countermeasure mentioned during
the focus group is to use already existing devices as edge devices
(for example embedded systems) instead of building dedicated edge
devices.
Unprofitable optimization (E3). Since the energy consumption of an edge computing centre is usually not very high (because
of its small size and the type of devices used), there is currently no
incentive for the provider to optimize resource utilization in order
to save energy. A countermeasure to this is the shift to another
business model where the users are charged only for the actual
time they use resources and not, as before, for reserving resources
even if they are not using it. This is called serverless computing [9]
and it pushes the incentive on the provider to optimize so that they
decrease the amount of idle resources, for which they will not get
paid anymore.
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Always on (E4). Edge devices are by default considered as being
always on even when they do nothing. This causes energy waste,
but enables real-time services (like in-hospital patient monitoring or
cloud gaming) anytime, or at least when needed. Cloud computing
faced a similar problem in the past [47]; countermeasures for the
edge can build upon those created for the cloud.
Unauthorized surveillance (E5). Because the edge is closer
to the edge users and end users, access to applications running at
the edge generate more and richer metadata, like the user geolocation (and movements) by monitoring the location of the edge
device, or the presence and use of collocated applications e.g., for
smart-home or IoT appliances. This enables exploiting metadata
against privacy [40], sometimes authorized (e.g., in smart surveillance for safety reasons), but often unauthorized with malicious
intents (e.g., facial spoofing, people tracking) or for commercial
reasons (e.g., monitoring of customers behavior). Countermeasures
are fast appearing, e.g., to detect unauthorized accesses and raise
alarms [40].
One-sided infrastructure control (E6). If the owner of the
edge infrastructure has malicious intentions, it is easy for him to
cut access to the technology or control the people using it (e.g., in a
dictatorship). This represents a social sustainability threat to anyone
using the technology while not in full control of the equipment
and applications in the infrastructure. In fact, security and privacy
issues are mentioned as more prominent in edge than in cloud [36].
To counteract these risks, it is necessary to establish trust between
the devices, for which there exist an important body of work (see for
example [31, 36, 39]). Of course these trust evaluation mechanisms
come with an overhead, as discussed in pattern E12.
Concealed impact (E7). To date, end users lack visibility on
their impact, e.g., the energy footprint of their use of digital services.
By being unaware of their negative impact, they have no incentives
to change their behavior towards a more sustainable consumption.
The power of awareness creation is well known, e.g., by creating
indicators-as-a-service and green labels [59]. Hindering it, however,
can be a (malicious) instrument for e.g., edge providers (and service
providers in general) to bring additional revenues based on impact
invisibility. Tactics for an energy-aware edge computing provide
additional countermeasures [28].
Uninformed use (E8). Nowadays, there are a lot of applications
that are very easy to use but act to some extent as a black box for the
user who has no idea about what data the application gathers about
herself and/or what technology it uses. This has consequences
on social sustainability: first the user may not be aware of what
information is available about her or what consequences her actions
may have, but also she does not feel the need to know more as it is
just so easy to use. As the edge computing paradigm develops and
new applications emerge, it is going to become more complicated
to know what data is gathered and where it is stored. Educating
the users to such questions becomes crucial in order to avoid e.g.,
integrity issues, and policies should evolve to better protect the end
users’ interests. At the same time as edge computing applications
are released, it would be interesting to assess the level of technology
literacy [13] of edge users and design appropriate education.
Digital exclusion (E9). Digital exclusion happens when new
technology that requires advanced or new infrastructure or devices
is not going to be available for all, thus preventing a part of the
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ID
E1
E2

E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

E8
E9

E10
E11
E12

Name
Fragmentation

Intent Measure
Level of fragmentation
(how many actors in a
given area)
Hardware
Amount of hardware
multiplicaneeded, Life cycle astion
sessment of the hardware considered
Unprofitable Making it not profitable to perform Level of incentives?
optimization resource consumption optimization
on the provider side
Always on
Consuming energy to enable real- Uptime of a service
time services all the time
(availability) and energy use.
UnauthoriExploiting metadata against privacy How much private inzed surveilformation leaks
lance
One-sided
Giving great privileges to whoever Extent of (un)lawful ininfrastrucowns the infrastructure
terception
ture control
Concealed
Hindering the awareness of the end Level of awareness of
impact
user’s negative impact
the end user

Security
overhead

Adding a computational and commu- Size of overhead
nication overhead to increase security
Redundancy Provisioning extra resources to guar- Size of overhead
overhead
antee continuity of service
Trust over- Using resources on an external de- Size of overhead
head
vices that may not be trustworthy
Efficiency
trap

E14

Bloating

E15

Planned
rebound
effect
Technical
debt

E17

Participant
Artifact
end-user, society Infrastructure

Feature
Context
Ownership is split Normal operation
among many actors

hardwareInfrastructure
producer, edgeprovider

Distributed nature of Deployment and
edge
normal operation

edge-provider,
edge-user

Infrastructure

edge-provider

infrastructure

Cost or business Normal operation
model,
switching
on/off techniques
Switching off devices Normal operation

end-user, edge- Application running at Metadata
user
the edge
ation/collection

edge-provider,
end-user, edgeuser
end-user,
edge-user,
edge-provider,
government
Uninformed Making it hard for the end user to Level of awareness of end-user, edgeuse
understand what it is she is using, the end user
user,
policy
which may lead to unwanted usage
makers
Digital exclu- Excluding part of end users because Nr. of people excluded edge-provider,
sion
of difficulties to access/use services from services (different government
metrics depending on
category)

E13

E16

Pattern Intent
Making it hard to optimize and share
resources, hindering communication
outside of your edge (silo thinking)
Spreading hardware devices that
need to be produced
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Greenwashing

Using more a technology, even a How much a service is
more energy-efficient one, which used - Growth in usage
leads to an increase in total energy
consumption
Enabling more data-intensive usage. Amount of data traffic Growth of data traffic

Infrastructure

Infrastructure owner Normal operation
privileges

Application/service

Visibility of usage and Normal operation
cost of resource consumption

Technology

Service used

Technology or specific
services requiring specific HW/SW - depending on the type of exclusion
end-user, edge- Application running at
user
the edge
edge-provider

Infrastructure

edge-user, edge- Infrastructure
provider
end-user, edge- Technology
user,
edgeprovider

end-user,
edge-user,
edge-provider,
5G-networkprovider
Pretending to ignore what could be Extent of rebound ef- edge-user
a consequence of launching a new fect analysis
service
Requiring the user to adapt its appli- Adequacy between re- edge-user
cation
source needs and use,
technical debt when no
adaptation
Using a small fraction of “green” ap- Share of the applica- edge-provider,
plications as an excuse to develop tions being directly edge-user,
the technology which will mainly be aimed at sustainability innovationused for other purposes
driver

cre- Surveillance

Using a new service
/ technology

Service users are ex- Deployment and
cluded from
normal operation

Crypt/decrypt data in Handling of privacythe edge before send- sensitive data
ing it to the cloud
Redundancy
Failure mitigation
Resource sharing and Normal operation
associated trust enforcement mechanism
A specific service
Normal operation

End-user application

Video resolution (or Normal operation
other resource hungry following applicafeature)
tion innovation

application/service

Prediction of use

Application/service

Functions composing New business model
the application

Technology

Motivation behind the Innovation
development of the
technology

Normal operation

Table 2: Identified unsustainable patterns for the edge computing scenario (according to Figure 2)

target end users (either in different countries or inside the same
country) to get access to services. The complexity of computing at
the edge makes it increasingly difficult for edge providers to plan
for and provision resources to meet the ongoing dramatic growth in
demand [54]. A strategy often adopted by edge providers is to focus
only on a part of the potential users, typically those bringing highest revenues, hence widening the digital divide and contributing to
a society that is socially unsustainable. Countermeasures should

make trade-offs between the benefits of edge computing like reducing latency and energy consumption, and the investments needed
to avoid digital exclusion. For example, in healthcare personalized
home-care (hence at the edge) is meant to learn the profile of the
patient and adapt for usability [26].
Security, redundancy and trust overheads (E10-E12). Edge
computing creates new unforeseen security and privacy issues [3].
Literature on these topics comes up with edge-specific mechanisms
to counteract them, as already touched upon in patterns E5 and
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E6. However, these mechanisms almost always require extra computation to be performed e.g., for encryption and decryption in
case of security, or for establishing trust between devices. The
overhead is also present in the network as additional metadata
become needed in the payloads. At the same time, in order to offer
uninterrupted provisioning of edge computing applications, redundant resources must be set up, which increases the environmental
impact. Certainly, smarter mechanisms can still be developed to
increase security, guarantee continuity of service or establish trust
at lower cost. One could also ask if these overheads are significant
enough to matter. In any case, a first step would be to generalize the
evaluation of the extra environmental cost (or at least the extra computation and communication required) of any such mechanisms
and compare it with the concurrent approaches.
Efficiency trap (E13) and bloating (E14). Similarly to cloud
computing (patterns C6-C8), the adoption of edge presents a risk
of rebound effect. New technologies part of the edge paradigm are
often presented as being more energy-efficient than their predecessors and hence more sustainable. However, as energy-efficient a
technology may become, if the rebound in usage is substantial then
the overall energy consumption may increase. This increased use
may come from the services using the technology, e.g., transmitting
4K video on a device with a small screen just because it is possible,
but with no (or negligible) increase in quality of service. It can
also come from the technology itself. This is for example the case
in 5G, where although a base station is four times more energyefficient than its 4G counterpart, its total power consumption is
still four times higher than a 4G base station (e.g., due to extra
antennas required), in addition to the fact that more 5G base stations are needed compared to a 4G network [10]. To counter these
two patterns at the service level, the concept of digital sufficiency
should be envisioned to reflect upon the quantity of data that is
relevant for a certain service/device combination. As a countermeasure regarding the technology itself, the telco providers are already
investigating new antennas technologies, network architectures
and roll-out strategies and improved base station implementations
with energy-saving features for the 5G technology [10, 19].
Planned rebound effect (E15). Majchrzak et al. describe that
an ICT system can always have positive and negative consequences
which are either intended or unintended [37]. Edge computing is no
exception. The edge providers thus have the option of supposedly
ignoring known negative consequences for society or the environment when launching their products on the market so that they
can increase their profits. As a countermeasure, similar to the false
promises in cloud computing, an audit organisation could create
awareness about this problem in society.
Technical debt (E16). When new technologies or business models are developed5 their adoption by the users is not automatic and
require some efforts. Some users end up remaining in previous and
outdated versions’/models’ ways of working that are less optimized,
resulting in an extra resource consumption for the same use. The
user either pays for the extra consumption and has an increased
technical debt (unsustainable way) or makes the effort to adapt
(sustainable way). There is work going on to describe the technical
5 such

as the pay-per-use model discussed in pattern E3 which moves the optimization
burden to the provider
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debt issues related to serverless computing, which shows clearly the
drawbacks of choosing the unsustainable way [32]. In addition to
spreading such studies to increase awareness about the drawbacks
of technical debt, a countermeasure to this is for the provider to
provide training in the new technology so that the users completely
adopt it, and not seemingly adopt it.
Greenwashing (E17). During the focus group, edge-enabled
applications with a positive impact on sustainability were cited by
the participants, for example in the area of environmental monitoring or renewable energy management. Added to the common
promises of the edge paradigm (more energy-efficient, more decentralized), there is a potential for greenwashing from ICT companies
or lobbies, i.e., “the act of misleading consumers regarding the environmental practices of a company or the environmental benefits of
a product or service” [14]. An example is the report published by
the cooperation of ICT firms Global e-Sustainability Initiative predicting a saving of 20% of the world’s CO2 emissions thanks to ICT
technologies from 2015 to 2030 [23]. This report has been relayed
by many companies and in numerous press articles to highlight the
reduction potential even though its methodology has been highly
criticized [20, 21]. Countermeasures to greenwashing are to raise
awareness about it, increase regulation or improve transparency of
environmental reporting [14].

5.3

Insights

Through the analysis of the unsustainable patterns presented above,
different insights are gained about the edge computing paradigm
sustainability aspects, especially in comparison to the cloud computing ones.
First of all, like for cloud computing, the 17 identified patterns
show that edge computing has several dark sides, too. These may
also prove to be serious threats, although not necessarily the same
as for the cloud computing scenario.
For example, Table 2 shows that 8 patterns out of 17 (47%) include
the end user as a participant. This is a higher share than for cloud
computing (30%). Keeping in mind that the patterns presented are
not exhaustive, this is however an indication that the end user is
more involved in edge than in cloud. Considering that the edge
paradigm is about bringing the resources closer to the end user, this
finding is not surprising but emphasizes the importance of the end
user for making the edge sustainable, both as a potential source of
unsustainability but also as an actor to push for more sustainability.
The fact that we identify so many unsustainable patterns for a
technology that is still under development should give us food for
thought. Is this something that we really want to happen? Will the
advertised benefits of this new paradigm be greater than the sustainability drawbacks? Could it be that sustainability was and still
is not taken into consideration when investigating this technology?

6

DISCUSSION

We now discuss some results and related takeaways, and how we
mitigated main threats to the study validity.

6.1

Takeaways

The Pattern Model is meant to be generic and reusable. The
Pattern Model presented in Section 3.3 and used for analyzing the
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two scenarios and identifying unsustainable patterns is generic in
different ways. First, even if we focus only on unsustainable aspects
of the paradigms in this paper, the Pattern Model can be used to
identify sustainable patterns. This has been tested during the second focus group, where experts were asked to use it for identifying
both sustainable and unsustainable dimensions of edge computing.
Second, the Pattern Model is not tied to either cloud or edge computing and can therefore be used for identifying (un)sustainable
patterns in any other area.
Future research is needed to explore the pattern intentionality. We want to attract attention on the fact that in the UX
definition of dark patterns, the intention behind the pattern (the
malign purpose described in Section 3.2) is a cornerstone of the
concept. In this work, we adapt the idea of dark patterns to sustainability and focus on the intent. However, the intentionality of an
unsustainable pattern is a sustainability problem and studying this
requires a lot more research.
The impact of using cloud/edge has to become more transparent. Our study highlights the importance of making the impact
of the use of cloud/edge computing more transparent to the user
(especially with regards to environmental impact but not only). Currently it is hard for a user to know his impact (patterns C3 and E7).
As mentioned in the analysis of E7, creating awareness is a powerful
tool for behavior change. Therefore, it is of high importance that all
actors involved within the cloud/edge paradigms (providers, users,
but also researchers and governments) start to take into account
the negative side effects of these technologies. This is even more
important for the edge which is still to some extent in the design
phase, giving the opportunity to make it more sustainable from the
start.
Research on systemic effects of cloud/edge is missing. This
study also makes us question whether the research efforts are targeting the relevant problems for achieving sustainability. We see a
large body of work addressing technical challenges such as privacy,
security, trustworthiness or even energy efficiency. We are however
missing sound research on systemic effects such as rebound effects,
awareness or digital exclusion.
Research on systemic effects of cloud/edge needs interdisciplinarity. As the participants mention in the second focus group,
there is sometimes a misunderstanding between people of different
backgrounds, leading to a discrepancy in the objectives. They gave
the example of latency: while in edge research the optimization
is in the range of milliseconds, the bottleneck in a system if often somewhere else. Practitioners may think that they need edge
for low-latency in their application while a response time of one
hour would be more than enough. Insightful and multidisciplinary
research is needed to more efficiently tackle the unsustainable patterns.
Future research should tackle all sustainability dimensions. The cloud and edge computing are both powerful and disruptive paradigms. As any innovation, they come with a number
of advantages but also increased risks. For example, this study
showed that both cloud and edge computing exhibit unsustainable
patterns related to privacy and security (C9, C10, E5, E6, E8, E10,
E12). Considering the consequent impact these patterns have on
social sustainability, the efforts ongoing in these areas need to be
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continued and extended, so that not all efforts are concentrated on
environmental sustainability.
Issues and countermeasures should always be tailored for
cloud and/or edge. There are sometimes an apparent similarity
between unsustainable patterns found in the cloud and in the edge
studies. For example, C7 and E14 both mention the fact of overusing the service, i.e. consuming resources that are in fact not really
needed. However, this does not mean that the issues are identical
and/or that a similar countermeasure can be applied. This is due
for example to the differences in the architectures, the cloud being
heavily centralized while the edge is distributed. Therefore, specific
efforts in researching and tackling the unsustainable patterns have
to be conducted for both cloud and edge, in order to avoid missing
issues that only appear in one paradigm and for designing efficient
countermeasures.
The identified patterns lead to overshooting real-world
limits. More than half of the unsustainable patterns we identified relate to direct or indirect environmental impact of cloud/edge.
They make explicit how these paradigms might contribute to pollution and resource consumption beyond the ability of planet Earth
to recover. Other patterns relate to human-rights limits by showing
how pervasive technologies are a threat to our integrity (unauthorized surveillance (E5), privacy violation (C9)) or lead to the
exclusion of parts of the population (digital exclusion (E9)). Finally,
seemingly technical patterns like dependency (C1), lock-in (C2) or
technical debt (E16) come as an addition to the others to highlight
the underlying logic of “profit by all means”, deep-rooted in a capitalist economic system. However infinite growth is not possible in
a finite world.
Degrowth as a solution. We observe that a number of unsustainable patterns point toward the need for degrowth, which
advocates a transformation of economies so that they produce and
consume less, differently and better [29]. For the cloud, these patterns are data traffic growth promotion (C6), overconsumption (C7)
and superfluous usages (C8). For the edge, the concerned patterns
are hardware multiplication (E2), redundancy overhead (E11), efficiency trap (E13) and bloating (E14).

6.2

Threats to Validity

In this section we discuss some main threats to validity of our study,
categorized according to Wholin et al. [62].
Internal Validity. As any qualitative research investigation, the
subjective influence of researchers on the data collection, analysis,
and synthesis may have influenced our results. In order to mitigate
this threat, the focus groups are conducted and reviewed by at least
two researchers; the data extraction is first split among all involved
researchers and then scrutinized jointly by at least two researchers;
and the analysis is conducted jointly by all researchers who adopt
measures to minimize subjectivity, including crosschecking notes
and applying iteratively the emerged Pattern Model for guidance.
Construct Validity. An inherent threat to construct validity of
our study may be caused by the setup for the two focus groups
being different (see Section 2). The cloud focus group was more
exploratory: it lasted longer, had more participants (7) including
the authors and was not video-recorded. The insights from its
discussions also helped to define the Pattern Model. In comparison,
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the edge focus group was directly oriented towards collecting the
unsustainable patterns, had a smaller number of active participants
(3) and was video-recorded. We partially mitigate this threat by
ensuring that the number of external participants was the same for
both focus groups.
Another potential threat is the moderator’s bias on data collection. To mitigate this threat, we determine the edge focus group’s
structure with all researchers’ agreement prior to the session, make
use of the same Pattern Model for guidance; and again, we had
at least two authors present to make sure that moderation would
overcome the subjectivity.
External Validity. External validity regards the generalization
extent of the study. Given its exploratory nature and the relative
limited number of participants, we cannot claim that the identified
catalog of patterns can be generalized to the whole field, nor that
they are exhaustive. Rather, we consider them as an initial list;
more patterns can surely be found through further studies. In the
same vein, the performed literature study is not to be taken as
a comprehensive survey, but as an inspiration towards further
investigations.
Conclusion Validity. Finally, given the exploratory and qualitative nature of our study, and as discussed by Lund [34], statistical
conclusion validity is less relevant. A related threat, however, may
regard the face validity of focus group [61], i.e., its fit for purpose.
To mitigate this threat and ensure that the context and questions
were sufficiently clear to the participants, and no important aspect
was missing, we first dry-run it with knowledgeable colleagues;
and closed it with the open-ended question (“Anything to add?”),
where participants could add clarifications to their answers, doubts,
and remarks.

7

RELATED WORKS

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work similar to this one.
We identify further related works regarding dark patterns, identification of similar concepts in other contexts, and sustainability for
the cloud/edge.
As explained in Section 3.2, the concept of unsustainable patterns
presented in this paper is inspired from Brignull’s dark patterns in
UX. In this field, some works are looking at ethical concerns behind
the dark patterns expressed by practitioners [25], while others study
actual software artifacts. For example, Mathur et al. [38] analyze
around 11000 shopping websites, searching for such dark patterns,
expose deceptive practices and propose recommendations on how
to study, mitigate and minimize the use of such patterns. Similarly,
Di Geronimo et al. [15] analyze dark patterns contained into popular
mobile applications.
Our work is the first one identifying unsustainable patterns, i.e.
sustainability shortcomings, in cloud and edge computing. However,
it is interesting to note that some identified patterns have already
been mentioned in the literature, when studying the cloud paradigm
with a widely different angle. For example, dependency, lock-in,
privacy and security concerns (related to patterns C1, C2, C9 and
C10) have often been identified as “barriers to adoption” of cloud
computing in companies [41, 56] when looking at it more from a
business perspective and without a focus on sustainability.
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Although not included in the majority of the cloud and edge
computing papers, there is some work ongoing about sustainability
and cloud/edge. Gill & Buyya [24] present in their survey a taxonomy of research about sustainability in cloud. This research is
organized into nine categories ranging from application design to
waste heat utilization. However, these nine categories only cover
work dealing with environmental sustainability and not other dimensions of sustainability. Moreover, they only include technical
leverages and do not take into account the bigger picture and in
particular rebound effects. Similarly, research within edge computing mainly focuses on energy-efficiency aspects [33, 44]. Only few
works mention security and privacy as important components for
sustainability [43].

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an exploratory study of the cloud and edge
paradigm with regards to sustainability. Inspired by dark patterns
in UX, we introduce the concept of unsustainable patterns that we
formalize into a Pattern Model. Then, we present and analyze a set
of 27 unsustainable patterns resulting from the analysis of two focus
groups. We also identify countermeasures and discuss takeaways in
order to pave the way for further studies in this area. For different
reasons, we think that more research is needed in cloud and edge.
In the cloud case because it is more mature and research needs to
be rethought of to include sustainability; the edge is more recent,
which gives the opportunity to embrace sustainability early on.
We are aware that we raise more questions than provide answers.
This is however one of the aims of this work, namely to get the
key actors of these paradigms (e.g., users, practitioners, researchers,
governments, etc.) to reflect upon them and place sustainability
back in the center of the discussions.
Interesting directions for future works include further studies on
the identified unsustainable patterns, the identification of additional
unsustainable patterns, as well as the definition of sustainable patterns and ways to transform unsustainable patterns into sustainable
ones. Moreover, we plan to create a digital version of the pattern
catalog for others to use and expand it.
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